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MARTINS and his family: a playful 
style for spaces

We put our whole soul into our products, filling them with 
stories. So we can contribute to happy spaces. That’s why 
MARTINS and his family are full of personality and humor.

MARTINS drawer chest is like siamese twins: they are similar, 
but one is hungrier and has always open mouth, allowing 
to store the bigger items. NANDOS is a tall wardrobe that 
recovers the traditional piece to hang clothes. Its slender 
form interprets the human relationship with the objects. NEL 
and MARIA are a couple of bedside tables. They explore the 
gender issue, so the lampshades represent the women’s and 
men’s straw hats, typical of the Portuguese region of Baixo 
Minho. Their handles accentuate the humorist intention: Maria 
speaks too much and Nel is amazed with her speech. MÁRIO 
is a bedside table without lamp, completing the whole family. 
Inside the drawers of these pieces are surprise elements: they 
are lined with wallpaper with illustrations of the characters’ 
belongings such as a mirror, a notebook, a soap, underwear 
and socks. MARTINS, NANDOS, NEL, MARIA and MÁRIO are 
simple and timeless. They can be in different colors and are 
suitable for all ages and different types of spaces. 

With happy pieces, happy spaces, so happier people!
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MARTINS drawers chest

Description: Martins are happy 
siamese twins. They are very 
similar, but one of them is 
hungrier and is always with his 
mouth open, which allows you 
to store your bigger items. This 
tall chest is lined inside the 
drawers with wallpaper with 
illustrations of the character’s 
belongings. It is designed for 
indoors and it is suitable for 
children, youngsters and adults. 
Materials: Oak veneer (frame 
and drawers), solid ash (feet).

Finishings: Colourless matt 
varnish (frame) and ‘cold 
white’ matt varnish (drawers 
and feet). Matt varnish also 
available in ‘retro pink’, ‘baby 
blue’, ‘dry yellow’, ‘light grey’, 
‘sleepy green’ and ‘soft green’.
Dimensions: W56 xD56 xH112 
cm / W20 xD20 xH42 in.
Made in: Portugal
Designed by: Hugo Silva and
Joana Santos.
High-resolution images: HERE

https://damportugal.com/content/downloads/imagebank/martins.zip
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Martins drawers 
chest (standard 
option).

Nandos tall wardro-
be (colored option 
- ‘soft green’).

Maria and Nel 
bedside tables with 
integrated lamp 
(standard option).

Martins drawers 
chest (standard 
option).

Martins drawers 
chest (standard 
option).

Mário bedside table 
(standard option).

Martins drawers 
chest (standard 
option).

Nel bedside table 
with integrated lamp 
(standard option).

Maria bedside table 
with integrated lamp 
(standard option).

Maria bedside table 
with integrated lap 
(colored option - 
‘retro pink’).

Maria bedside table 
with integrated lap 
(colored option - 
‘soft green’).

Nandos tall 
wardrobe (standard 
option).

Maria bedside table 
with integrated lap 
(colored option - 
‘soft green’).

Maria bedside table 
with integrated lamp 
(standard option).

Mário bedside table 
(standard option).

Mário bedside table 
(colored option - 
‘light grey’).

Nandos tall 
wardrobe (standard 
option).

Nel bedside table 
with integrated lap 
(colored option - 
‘beby blue’).
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